Assessment proposed by the supervisor of Master’s thesis: Good
Assessment proposed by the reviewer of Master’s thesis: Good

**Course of the defence:**

Prof. Šafařík: Have you been informed about thesis assessments? (Student agreed.)

Questions of the supervisor and the opponent were answered.

Dr. Dančová: Synchronization was done by the system. How to synchronize your measurement with the measured phenomena? How to calculate Strouhal number in your case? Why not to concentrate on the frequency from the Strouhal number? (Student answered.)

Prof. Šafařík: Reynolds number seems to be too high. Please, comment that.

Prof. Vít: What was the construction of the heated cylinder? (Student answered.)

Doc. Dvořák: What we see in the results in your thesis (the picture was shown in the thesis)? There are no structures? (Student answered.)